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Abstract

In the Cluster Editing problem, also known as Correlation Cluster-
ing, we are given an undirected n-vertex graph G and a positive integer
k. The task is to decide if G can be transformed into a cluster graph,
i.e., a disjoint union of cliques, by changing at most k adjacencies, i.e. by
adding/deleting at most k edges. We give a subexponential-time parame-
terized algorithm that in time 2O(

√
pk) + nO(1) decides whether G can be

transformed into a cluster graph with exactly p cliques by changing at most
k adjacencies. Our algorithmic findings are complemented by the following
tight lower bound on the asymptotic behavior of our algorithm. We show
that unless ETH fails, for any constant 0 < σ ≤ 1, there is p = Θ(kσ) such
that there is no algorithm deciding in time 2o(

√
pk) · nO(1) whether G can be

transformed into a cluster graph with at most p cliques by changing at most
k adjacencies.
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1. Introduction

Cluster editing, also known as clustering with qualitative information or
correlation clustering, is the problem to cluster objects based only on the
qualitative information concerning similarity between pairs of them. For
every pair of objects we have a binary indication whether they are similar or
not. The task is to find a partition of the objects into clusters minimizing the
number of similarities between different clusters and non-similarities inside of
clusters. The problem was introduced by Ben-Dor, Shamir, and Yakhini [6]
motivated by problems from computational biology, and, independently, by
Bansal, Blum, and Chawla [5], motivated by machine learning problems
concerning document clustering according to similarities. The correlation
version of clustering was studied intensively, including [1, 3, 4, 15, 16, 29, 39].

The graph-theoretic formulation of the problem is the following. A graph
K is a cluster graph if every connected component of K is a complete graph.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph; then F ⊆ V × V is called a cluster editing set
for G if G4F = (V,E4F ) is a cluster graph. Here E4F is the symmetric
difference between E and F . In the optimization version of the problem the
task is to find a cluster editing set of the minimum size. Constant factor
approximation algorithms for this problem were obtained in [1, 5, 15]. On
the negative side, the problem is known to be NP-complete [39] and, as was
shown by Charikar, Guruswami, and Wirth [15], also APX-hard.

Giotis and Guruswami [29] initiated the study of clustering when the
maximum number of clusters that we are allowed to use is stipulated to
be a fixed constant p. As observed by them, this type of clustering is well-
motivated in settings where the number of clusters might be an external
constraint that has to be met. It appeared that p-clustering variants posed
new and non-trivial challenges. In particular, in spite of the APX-hardness
of the general case, Giotis and Guruswami [29] gave a PTAS for this version
of the problem.

A cluster graph G is called a p-cluster graph if it has exactly p connected
components or, equivalently, if it is a disjoint union of exactly p cliques.
Similarly, a set F is a p-cluster editing set of G, if G4F is a p-cluster graph.
In parameterized complexity, correlation clustering and its restriction to
bounded number of clusters were studied under the names Cluster Editing
and p-Cluster Editing, respectively.

Cluster Editing Parameter: k.
Input: A graph G = (V,E) and a non-negative integer k.
Question: Is there a cluster editing set for G of size at most k?
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p-Cluster Editing Parameters: p, k.
Input: A graph G = (V,E) and non-negative integers p and k.
Question: Is there a p-cluster editing set for G of size at most k?

The parameterized version of Cluster Editing, and variants of it, were
studied intensively [7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 22, 30, 32, 33, 35, 38]; in particular,
there is a recent survey of Böcker and Baumbach [8]. The problem is solvable
in time O(1.62k + |V (G)|+ |E(G)|) [7] and it has a kernel with 2k vertices
[14, 17] (see Section 2 for the definition of a kernel). On the negative side,
Komusiewicz and Uhlmann [35] have shown that existence of a subexponential-
time parameterized algorithm, i.e., with running time 2o(k) · |V (G)|O(1), would
contradict the Exponential Time Hypothesis of Impagliazzo et al. [34].

As for the p-Cluster Editing problem, Shamir et al. [39] have shown
that the problem is NP-complete for every fixed p ≥ 2. A kernel with
(p+ 2)k + p vertices was given by Guo [31].

Our results. A new and active direction in parameterized complexity is the
pursuit of asymptotically tight bounds on the complexity of problems. In sev-
eral cases, it is possible to obtain a complete analysis by providing matching
lower (complexity) and upper (algorithmic) bounds. The most widely used
complexity assumption for such tight lower bounds is the Exponential Time
Hypothesis (ETH), which posits that no subexponential-time algorithms
for k-CNF-SAT or CNF-SAT exist [34]. For more information about this
“optimality program”, we refer to a survey of Lokshtanov et al. [36] and to
an appropriate section of the recent survey of Marx [37].

The complexity class SUBEPT defined by Flum and Grohe [23, Chap-
ter 16] comprises all parameterized problems that are solvable in subexponen-
tial parameterized time, i.e., in time 2o(k) · nO(1) for inputs of length n and
parameter k. Until very recently, the only problems known to be in the class
SUBEPT were the problems with additional constraints on the input, like
being a planar, H-minor-free, or tournament graph [2, 19]. However, recent
algorithmic developments indicate that the structure of the class SUBEPT
is much more interesting than expected. It appears that some parameterized
problems related to chordal graphs, like Minimum Fill-in or Chordal
Graph Sandwich, are also in SUBEPT [28].

Based on the similarities with problems on tournaments, it had been
conjectured by Cao and Chen [13] that Cluster Editing also belongs
to SUBEPT. Unfortunately, this conjecture has been recently disproved
by Komusiewicz and Uhlmann [35]: Cluster Editing does not admit a
2o(k) · |V (G)|O(1) algorithm unless ETH fails. We remark that in our study we
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have obtained the same result independently. Our reduction is very similar
in principles to the one given by Komusiewicz and Uhlmann, however the
graph in the obtained instance of Cluster Editing has maximum degree
5, instead of 6 as is the case in [35]. Consequently, our reduction shows
that Cluster Editing cannot be solved in subexponential time even on
graphs of maximum degree 5. We believe that this improvement is of minor
importance, and hence we refrain from presenting this result in order not to
reiterate already published material. An interested reader is invited to the
arxiv version [25] of this work for details of our reduction.

It is therefore an interesting question whether stipulating the target
number of clusters can lead to a better time complexity, as was the case
for the approximation viewpoint. In this work we answer this question in
affirmative, and we extend our study to show a tight multivariate analysis
of the p-Cluster Editing problem. Our main algorithmic result is the
following.

Theorem 1. The p-Cluster Editing problem can be solved in time
O(2O(

√
pk) + |V (G)|+ |E(G)|).

By Theorem 1, if p = o(k) then p-Cluster Editing can be solved in
2o(k) · |V (G)|O(1) time, and thus it belongs to SUBEPT. It is straightforward
to modify our algorithm to work also in the following variants of the problem,
where each edge and non-edge is assigned some editing cost: either (i) all
costs are at least one and k is the bound on the maximum total cost of the
solution, or (ii) we ask for a set of at most k edits of the minimum cost.

We would like to remark that p-Cluster Editing can be also solved
in worse time complexity O((pk)O(

√
pk) + |V (G)| + |E(G)|) using simple

guessing arguments. One such algorithm is based on the following observation:
Suppose that, for some integer r, we know at least 2r + 1 vertices from each
cluster. Then, if an unassigned vertex has at most r incident modifications,
we know precisely to which cluster it belongs: it is adjacent to at least r + 1
vertices already assigned to its cluster and at most r assigned to any other
cluster. On the other hand, there are at most 2k/r vertices with more than r
incident modifications. Thus (i) guessing 2r+ 1 vertices from each cluster (or
all of them, if there are less than 2r + 1), and (ii) guessing all vertices with
more than r incident modifications, together with their alignment to clusters,
results in at most |V (G)|(2r+1)p|V (G)|2k/rp2k/r subcases. By pipelining it
with the kernelization of Guo [31] and with simple reduction rules that
ensure that p ≤ 6k (see Section 3.1 for details), we obtain the claimed time
complexity for r ∼

√
k/p.
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An approach via chromatic coding , introduced by Alon et al. [2], also
leads to an algorithm with running time O(2O(p

√
k log p) + |V (G)|+ |E(G)|).

However, one needs to develop new concepts to construct an algorithm for
p-Cluster Editing with complexity bound as promised in Theorem 1, and
thus obtain a subexponential complexity for every sublinear p.

The crucial observation for proving Theorem 1 is that a p-cluster graph,
for p = O(k), has 2O(

√
pk) edge cuts of size at most k (henceforth called

k-cuts). As in a YES-instance to the p-Cluster Editing problem each
k-cut is a 2k-cut of a p-cluster graph, we infer a similar bound on the
number of cuts if we are dealing with a YES-instance. This allows us to use
dynamic programming over the set of k-cuts. Pipelining this approach with
a kernelization algorithm for p-Cluster Editing proves Theorem 1.

We complement Theorem 1 with a lower bound based on the following
technical Theorem 2, which shows that the exponential time dependence
of our algorithm is asymptotically tight for any choice of parameters p and
k, where p = O(k). As one can provide polynomial-time reduction rules
that ensure that p ≤ 6k (see Section 3.1 for details), this provides a full and
tight picture of the multivariate parameterized complexity of p-Cluster
Editing: we have asymptotically matching upper and lower bounds on the
whole interval between p being a constant and linear in k. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first fully multivariate and tight complexity analysis
of a parameterized problem.

Theorem 2. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given positive inte-
gers p and k and a 3-CNF formula Φ with n variables and m clauses, such
that k, n ≥ p and n,m ≤

√
pk, computes a graph G and integer k′, such that

k′ = O(k), |V (G)| = O(
√
pk), and

• if Φ is satisfiable then there is a 6p-cluster graph G0 with V (G) = V (G0)
and |E(G)4E(G0)| ≤ k′;

• if there exists a p′-cluster graph G0 with p′ ≤ 6p, V (G) = V (G0) and
|E(G)4E(G0)| ≤ k′, then Φ is satisfiable.

As the statement of Theorem 2 may look technical, we gather its two
main consequences in Theorems 3 and 4. We state both corollaries in terms
of an easier p≤-Cluster Editing problem, where the number of clusters
has to be at most p instead of precisely equal to p. Clearly, this version can
be solved by an algorithm for p-Cluster Editing with an additional p
overhead in time complexity by trying all possible p′ ≤ p, so the lower bound
holds also for the harder p-Cluster Editing problem. However, we are not
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aware of any reduction in the opposite direction. In both corollaries we use
the fact that existence of a subexponential, in both the number of variables
and clauses, algorithm for verifying satisfiability of 3-CNF formulas would
violate ETH [34].

Theorem 3. Unless ETH fails, for every 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1 there is a function
p(k) ∈ Θ(kσ) such that p≤-Cluster Editing restricted to instances where
p = p(k) is not solvable in time 2o(

√
pk) · |V (G)|O(1).

Proof. Assume we are given a 3-CNF formula Φ with n variables and m
clauses. If n < m, then d(m− n)/2e times perform the following operation:
add three new variables x, y and z, and clause (x ∨ y ∨ z). In this way we
preserve the satisfiability of Φ, increase the size of Φ at most by a constant
multiplicative factor, and ensure that n ≥ m.

Take now k = dn
2

1+σ e and p = dn
2σ

1+σ e. As n ≥ m and 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1, we
have k, n ≥ p and n,m ≤

√
pk, but n+m = Ω(

√
pk). Invoke Theorem 2 for

the formula Φ and parameters p and k, obtaining a graph G and a parameter
k′ = O(k). Note that 6p ∈ Θ(kσ). Apply the assumed algorithm for the
p≤-Cluster Editing problem to the instance (G, 6p, k′). In this way we
resolve the satisfiability of Φ in time 2o(

√
pk) · (n+m)O(1) = 2o(n+m), which

contradicts ETH.

Theorem 4. Unless ETH fails, for every constant p ≥ 6 there is no algorithm
solving p≤-Cluster Editing in time 2o(

√
k) · |V (G)|O(1) or 2o(|V (G)|).

Proof. We prove the theorem for p = 6; the claim for larger values of p can be
proved easily by taking the graph obtained in the reduction and introducing
additional p− 6 cliques of its size.

Assume we are given a 3-CNF formula Φ with n variables and m clauses.
Take k = max(n,m)2, invoke Theorem 2 for the formula Φ and parameters 1
and k, obtaining a graph G and a parameter k′ = O(k). Note that |V (G)| =
O(
√
k). Apply the assumed algorithm for the p≤-Cluster Editing problem

to the instance (G, 6, k′). In this way we resolve the satisfiability of Φ in
time 2o(

√
k) · (n+m)O(1) = 2o(n+m), contradicting ETH.

Note that Theorems 2 and 3 are formally incomparable with the result of
Komusiewicz and Uhlmann [35] that the general Cluster Editing problem
does not admit a subexponential-time parameterized algorithm. Clearly, by
Theorem 1, the reduction proving this statement must produce an instance
where the number of clusters in any solution, if there exists any, is Ω(k).
Therefore, intuitively the hard instances of Cluster Editing are those
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where every cluster needs just a constant number of adjacent edits to be
extracted.

Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we establish the notation and recall
classic notions and results that will be used throughout the paper. Section 3
contains the description of the subexponential algorithm for p-Cluster
Editing, i.e., the proof of Theorem 1. Section 4 is devoted to the multivariate
lower bound, i.e., the proof of Theorem 2. In Section 5 we gather some
concluding remarks and propositions for further work.

2. Preliminaries

We denote by G = (V,E) a finite, undirected, and simple graph with
vertex set V (G) = V and edge set E(G) = E. For a nonempty subset W ⊆ V ,
the subgraph of G induced by W is denoted by G[W ]. We say that a vertex
set W ⊆ V is connected if G[W ] is connected. The open neighborhood of
a vertex v is N(v) = {u ∈ V : uv ∈ E} and the closed neighborhood is
N [v] = N(v)∪{v}. For a vertex set W ⊆ V we put N(W ) =

⋃
v∈W N(v)\W

and N [W ] = N(W ) ∪W . For graphs G,H with V (G) = V (H), by H(G,H)
we denote the number of edge modifications needed to obtain H from G, i.e.,
H(G,H) = |E(G)4E(H)|. By EG(X,Y ) we denote the set of edges in G
that have one endpoint in X and the second one in Y ; whenever G is clear
from the context, we drop the subscript.

By somehow abusing the notation, we will sometimes use notation uv both
to denote edges and non-edges, that is, uv is then simply an unordered pair
of different vertices of the given graph. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity
we will often treat sets of ordered pairs as sets of unordered pairs. Thus, for
instance, for vertex sets X,Y by X × Y we denote the set of all xy such that
x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . The formal meaning of these terms will be always clear
from the context.

A parameterized problem Π is a subset of Γ∗×N for some finite alphabet Γ.
An instance of a parameterized problem consists of (x, k), where x is the
input and k is an integer parameter that is supposed to resemble the hardness
of input x. We say that a parameterized problem is fixed-parameter tractable
(FPT) if it can be solved by an algorithm working in time f(k) · |x|O(1), where
f is an arbitrary computable function of k. This framework can be naturally
generalized to handle multiple parameters instead of just one. We are usually
interested in designing FPT algorithms that have as low dependency of the
running time on the parameter as possible. We refer to the book of Downey
and Fellows [21] for further reading on parameterized complexity.
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A kernelization algorithm for a parameterized problem Π ⊆ Γ∗ × N is an
algorithm that, given an instance (x, k) ∈ Γ∗×N, outputs in time polynomial
in |x|+ k a pair (x′, k′) ∈ Γ∗ ×N, called a kernel, such that (x, k) ∈ Π if and
only if (x′, k′) ∈ Π, and |x′|, k′ ≤ g(k) for some some computable function g.
In our algorithm we need the following result of Guo [31].

Theorem 5 ([31]). p-Cluster Editing admits a kernel with (p+ 2)k + p
vertices. More precisely, there exists an algorithm that, given an instance
(G, p, k) of p-Cluster Editing, runs in time O(|V (G)| + |E(G)|) and
outputs an equivalent instance (G′, p′, k′) of p-Cluster Editing such that
k′ ≤ k, p′ ≤ p, and |V (G′)| ≤ (p′ + 2)k′ + p′.

We remark that Guo [31] does not mention explicitly that the algorithm
can only decrease the values of p and k, but this can be easily checked by
examining the single reduction rule presented in [31].

The following lemma is used in our lower bound. Its proof is almost
identical to the proof of Lemma 1 in [31], and we provide it here for the
reader’s convenience.

Lemma 6. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph and X ⊆ V be a set of
vertices such that G[X] is a clique and each vertex in X has the same set of
neighbors outside X (i.e., NG[v] = NG[X] for each v ∈ X). Let F ⊆ V × V
be a set such that G4F is a cluster graph where the vertices of X are in
at least two different clusters. Then there exists F ′ ⊆ V × V such that: (i)
|F ′| < |F |, (ii) G4F ′ is a cluster graph with no larger number of clusters
than G4F , (iii) in G4F ′ the clique G[X] is contained in one cluster.

Proof. For a vertex v ∈ X, let F (v) = {u /∈ X : vu ∈ F}. Note that, since
NG[v] = NG[X] for all v ∈ X, we have F (v) = F (w) for every pair of vertices
v, w ∈ X that belong to the same cluster in G4F .

Let Z be the vertex set of a cluster in G4F such that there exists
v ∈ Z ∩X with the smallest |F (v)|. Construct F ′ as follows: take F , and for
each w ∈ X replace all elements of F incident with w with {uw : u ∈ F (v)}.
In other words, we modify F by moving all vertices of X \Z to the cluster Z.
Clearly, G4F ′ is a cluster graph, X is contained in one cluster in G4F ′ and
G4F ′ contains no more clusters than G4F . To finish the proof, we need to
show that |F ′| < |F |. The sets F and F ′ contain the same set of elements
not incident with X. As |F (v)| was minimum possible, for each w ∈ X
we have |F (w)| ≥ |F ′(w)|. As X was split between at least two connected
components of G4F , F contains at least one edge of G[X], whereas F ′ does
not. We infer that |F ′| < |F | and the lemma is proven.
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3. A subexponential algorithm for p-Cluster Editing

In this section we prove Theorem 1, that is, we show an O(2O(
√
pk) +

|V (G)|+ |E(G)|)-time algorithm for p-Cluster Editing.

3.1. Reduction for large p
The first step of our algorithm is an application of the kernelization

algorithm by Guo [31] (Theorem 5), followed by some additional preprocessing
rules that ensure that p ≤ 6k. These additional rules are encapsulated in
the following lemma; the rest of this subsection is devoted to its proof.

Lemma 7. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that, given an instance
(G, p, k) of p-Cluster Editing, outputs an equivalent instance (G′, p′, k),
where G′ is an induced subgraph of G and p′ ≤ 6k.

Before we proceed to the formal argumentation, let us provide some
intuition. The key idea behind Lemma 7 is the observation that if p > 2k,
then at least p− 2k clusters in the final cluster graph cannot be touched by
the solution, hence they must have been present already at the beginning as
isolated cliques (i.e., connected components of the graph that are cliques).
Hence, if p > 6k then we have to already see p − 2k > 4k isolated cliques;
otherwise, we may safely provide a negative answer. Although these cliques
may be still merged (to decrease the number of clusters) or split (to increase
the number of clusters), we can apply greedy arguments to identify a clique
that may be safely assumed to be untouched by the solution. Hence we can
remove it from the graph and decrement p by one.

Although the greedy arguments seem very intuitive, their formal proofs
turn out to be somewhat technical. In fact, the techniques we employ to
prove Lemma 7 are quite standard in the context of Cluster Editing,
even though the proof itself is lengthy. Therefore, at a first read we suggest
skipping the remainder of this section and proceeding directly to Section 3.2,
where we begin to explain the core of our algorithm.

We now proceed to the formal proof of Lemma 7. Let us fix some optimal
solution F , i.e., a subset of V × V of the minimum cardinality such that
G4F is a p-cluster graph.

Consider the case when p > 6k. Observe that only 2k out of p resulting
clusters in G4F can be adjacent to any pair from the set F . Hence at
least p− 2k clusters must be already present in the graph G as connected
components being cliques. Therefore, if G contains less than p−2k connected
components that are cliques, then (G, p, k) is a NO-instance.
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Rule 1. If G contains less than p−2k connected components that are cliques,
answer NO.

Since p > 6k, if Rule 1 was not triggered, then we have more than 4k
connected components that are cliques. The goal now is to apply greedy
arguments to identify a component that can be safely assumed to be un-
touched. As a first step, consider a situation when G contains more than
2k isolated vertices. Then at least one of these vertices is not incident to an
element of F , thus we may delete one isolated vertex and decrease p by one.

Rule 2. If G contains 2k + 1 isolated vertices, pick one of them, say v, and
delete it from G. The new instance is (G \ v, p− 1, k).

We are left with the case where G contains more than 2k connected
components that are cliques, but not isolated vertices. At least one of these
cliques is untouched by F . Note that even though the number of cliques
is large, some of them may be merged with other cliques (to decrease the
number of connected components), or split into more cliques (to increase the
number of connected components), and we have no a priori knowledge about
which clique will be left untouched. We argue that in both cases, we can
greedily merge or split the smallest possible clique. Thus, without loss of
generality, we can assume that the largest connected component of G that is
a clique is left untouched in G4F . We reduce the input instance (G, p, k)
by deleting this clique and decreasing p by one.

Rule 3. If G contains 2k + 1 isolated cliques that are not isolated vertices,
pick a clique C of the largest size and delete it from G. The new instance is
(G \ C, p− 1, k).

We formally verify safeness of Rule 3 by proving the following lemma.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the solution F , among all
solutions of the minimum cardinality, has the minimum possible number
of edits incident to the connected components of G that are cliques of the
largest size.

Lemma 8. Let D1, D2, . . . , D` be connected components of G that are cliques,
but not isolated vertices. Assume that ` ≥ 2k + 1. Then there exists a
component Di that has the largest size among D1, D2, . . . , D` and none of
the pairs from F is incident to any vertex of Di.

Proof. Let C1, C2, . . . , Cp be clusters of G4F . We say that cluster Ci con-
tains component Dj if V (Dj) ⊆ V (Ci), and component Dj contains cluster
Ci if V (Ci) ⊆ V (Dj). Moreover, we say that these containments are strict if
V (Dj) ( V (Ci) or V (Ci) ( V (Dj), respectively.
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Claim 1. For every cluster Ci and component Dj, either V (Ci)∩V (Dj) = ∅,
Ci contains Dj or Dj contains Ci.

Proof. We need to argue that the situation when sets V (Ci)∩V (Dj), V (Ci)\
V (Dj), V (Dj) \ V (Ci) are simultaneously nonempty is impossible. Assume
otherwise, and without loss of generality assume further that |V (Ci)\V (Dj)|
is the largest possible. As V (Dj) \ V (Ci) 6= ∅, take some Ci′ 6= Ci such that
V (Ci′) ∩ V (Dj) 6= ∅. By the choice of Ci we have that |V (Ci) \ V (Dj)| ≥
|V (Ci′) \ V (Dj)| (note that V (Ci′) \ V (Dj) is possibly empty). Consider
a new cluster graph H obtained from G4F by moving V (Ci) ∩ V (Dj)
from the cluster Ci to the cluster Ci′ . Clearly, H still has p clusters as
V (Ci) \ V (Dj) is nonempty. Moreover, the editing set F ′ that comprises
edits that need to be applied to obtain H from G, differs from F as follows: it
additionally contains (V (Ci)∩V (Dj))×(V (Ci′)\V (Dj)), but does not contain
(V (Ci)∩V (Dj))× (V (Ci) \V (Dj)) nor (V (Ci)∩V (Dj))× (V (Ci′)∩V (Dj)).
As |V (Ci) \ V (Dj)| ≥ |V (Ci′) \ V (Dj)|, we have that

|(V (Ci)∩V (Dj))× (V (Ci′)\V (Dj))| ≤ |(V (Ci)∩V (Dj))× (V (Ci)\V (Dj))|

and
|(V (Ci) ∩ V (Dj))× (V (Ci′) ∩ V (Dj))| > 0.

Hence |F ′| < |F |, which is a contradiction with the minimality of F . This
settles Claim 1. y

We say that a component Dj is embedded if some cluster Ci strictly
contains it. Moreover, we say that a component Dj is broken if it strictly
contains some cluster; Claim 1 implies that then V (Dj) is the union of vertex
sets of the clusters it strictly contains. Component Dj is said to be untouched
if none of the pairs from F is incident to a vertex from Dj . Claim 1 proves
that every cluster is either embedded, broken or untouched.

Claim 2. It is impossible that some component Dj is broken and some other
Dj′ is embedded.

Proof. Assume, otherwise, that some component Dj is broken and some other
Dj′ is embedded. Let Ci1 , Ci2 be any two clusters contained in Dj and let
Ci′ be the cluster that strictly contains Dj′ . Consider a new cluster graph H
obtained from G4F by merging clusters Ci1 ,Ci2 and splitting cluster Ci′ into
clusters on vertex sets V (Ci′) \ V (Dj′) and V (Dj′). As V (Ci′) \ V (Dj′) 6= ∅,
H is still a p-cluster graph. Moreover, the editing set F ′ that comprises
edits that need to be applied to obtain H from G, differs from F by not
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containing V (Ci1)× V (Ci2) and (V (Ci′) \ V (Dj′))× V (Dj′). Both of these
sets are nonempty, so |F ′| < |F |, which is a contradiction with minimality of
F . This settles Claim 2. y

Claim 2 implies that either none of the components is broken, or none
is embedded. We firstly prove that in the first case the lemma holds. Note
that as ` > 2k, at least one component Dj is untouched.

Claim 3. If none of the components D1, D2, . . . , D` is broken, then there
is an untouched component Dj with the largest number of vertices among
D1, D2, . . . , D`.

Proof. Assume, otherwise, that all the components with the largest number
of vertices are not untouched, hence they are embedded. Take any such
component Dj and let Dj′ be any untouched component; by the assumption
we infer that |V (Dj)| > |V (Dj′)|. Let Ci be the cluster that strictly contains
Dj and let Ci′ be the cluster corresponding to the (untouched) component
Dj′ . Consider a cluster graph H obtained from G4F by exchanging sets
V (Dj) and V (Dj′) between clusters Ci and Ci′ . Observe that the editing set
F ′ that comprises edits that need to be applied to obtain H from G, differs
from F by not containing (V (Ci) \ V (Dj))× V (Dj) but containing (V (Ci) \
V (Dj))× V (Dj′). However, |V (Dj)| > |V (Dj′)| and |V (Ci) \ V (Dj)| > 0, so
|F ′| < |F |. This contradicts the minimality of F and settles Claim 3. y

We are left with the case when all the clusters are broken or untouched.

Claim 4. If none of the components D1, D2, . . . , D` is embedded, then there
is an untouched component Dj with the largest number of vertices among
D1, D2, . . . , D`.

Proof. Assume, otherwise, that all the components with the largest number of
vertices are not untouched, hence they are broken. Take any such component
Dj and let Dj′ be any untouched component; by the assumption we infer that
|V (Dj)| > |V (Dj′)|. Assume that Dj is broken into q + 1 clusters (q ≥ 1) of
sizes a1, a2, . . . , aq+1, where

∑q+1
i=1 ai = |V (Dj)|. The number of edits needed

inside component Dj is hence equal to(
|V (Dj)|

2

)
−

q+1∑
i=1

(
ai
2

)
≥

(
|V (Dj)|

2

)
−
(
|V (Dj)| − q

2

)
− q
(

1
2

)
=

(
|V (Dj)|

2

)
−
(
|V (Dj)| − q

2

)
.

12



The inequality follows from the convexity of the function t→
(
t
2

)
. We now

consider two cases.
Assume first that |V (Dj′)| > q. Let us modify the editing set F into F ′ by

altering edits inside components Dj and Dj′ as follows: instead of breaking
Dj into q + 1 components and leaving Dj′ untouched, leave Dj untouched
and break Dj′ into q + 1 components by creating q singleton clusters and
one cluster of size |V (Dj′)| − q. Similar calculations to the ones presented in
the paragraph above show that the editing cost inside components Dj and
Dj′ is equal to

(|V (Dj′ )|
2

)
−
(|V (Dj′ )|−q

2

)
<
(|V (Dj)|

2

)
−
(|V (Dj)|−q

2

)
. Hence, we

can obtain the same number of clusters with a strictly smaller editing set, a
contradiction with the minimality of F .

Assume now that |V (Dj′)| ≤ q. Let us modify the editing set F into F ′ by
altering edits inside components Dj and Dj′ as follows: instead of breaking
Dj into q + 1 components and leaving Dj′ untouched, we break Dj′ totally
into |V (Dj′)| singleton clusters and break Dj into q − |V (Dj′)|+ 1 singleton
clusters and one of size |V (Dj)| − q + |V (Dj′)| − 1. Clearly, we get the same
number of clusters in this manner. Similar calculations as before show that
the number of new edits needed inside components Dj and Dj′ is equal to(|V (Dj′ )|

2

)
+
(|V (Dj)|

2

)
−
(|V (Dj)|−q+|V (Dj′ )|−1

2

)
; it may be readily checked that

this value is always not larger than
(|V (Dj)|

2

)
−
(|V (Dj)|−q

2

)
for |V (Dj′)| ≥ 1

and |V (Dj)| ≥ q + 1. Recall now that components D1, D2, . . . , D` are not
independent vertices, so |V (Dj′)| ≥ 2 and F ′ is obtained by removing from
F some edits that were incident to the vertex set of Dj , and inserting at
most the same number of edits, out of which at least one is incident only to
vertices of Dj′ . Hence, we can obtain the same number of clusters using a not
larger editing set that has a smaller number of edits incident to components
of G that are cliques of the largest size. This contradicts the choice of F .

We have obtained a contradiction in both cases, so Claim 4 follows. y

Claims 3 and 4 imply the thesis of the lemma.

Clearly, an instance on which none of the Rules 1–3 may be triggered,
has p ≤ 6k. This proves Lemma 7.

3.2. Bounds on binomial coefficients
In the running time analysis we need some combinatorial bounds on

binomial coefficients. More precisely, we use the following inequality.

Lemma 9. If a, b are nonnegative integers, then
(
a+b
a

)
≤ 22

√
ab.
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We start with the following simple fact that can be also derived from the
standard enthropy lemma [24, Lemma 3.13]. For convenience we provide a
short self-contained proof.

Lemma 10. If a, b are positive integers, then
(
a+b
a

)
≤ (a+b)a+b

aabb
.

Proof. Consider the following random experiment. Take a universe U con-
taining a+ b elements, and select a random subset X of U by including each
element of U in X independently at random with probability a

a+b . Consider
now the event that |X| = a, and observe that

P(|X| = a) =
(
a+ b

a

)
·
(

a

a+ b

)a
·
(

b

a+ b

)b
.

Since P(|X| = a) ≤ 1, we have that
(
a+b
a

)
·
(

a
a+b

)a
·
(

b
a+b

)b
≤ 1, which is

equivalent to the claim.

We proceed to the proof of Lemma 9.

Proof of Lemma 9. Firstly, observe that the claim is trivial for a = 0 or b = 0;
hence, we can assume that a, b > 0. Moreover, without losing generality
assume that a ≤ b. Let us denote

√
ab = ` and a

b = t, then 0 < t ≤ 1. By
Lemma 10 we have that(

a+ b

a

)
≤ (a+ b)a+b

aabb
=
(

1 +
b

a

)a
·
(

1 +
a

b

)b
=

(1 +
1
t

)√t
1

·
(

1 +
t

1

) 1√
t

` .
Let us denote g(x) = x ln

(
1 + x−2

)
+x−1 ln

(
1 + x2

)
. As

(
a+b
a

)
≤ e`·g(

√
t), it

suffices to prove that g(x) ≤ 2 ln 2 for all 0 < x ≤ 1. Observe that

g′(x) = ln
(
1 + x−2

)
− x · 2x−3 · 1

1 + x−2

−x−2 ln
(
1 + x2

)
+ x−1 · 2x · 1

1 + x2

= ln
(
1 + x−2

)
− 2

1 + x2
− x−2 ln

(
1 + x2

)
+

2
1 + x2

= ln
(
1 + x−2

)
− x−2 ln

(
1 + x2

)
.
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Let us now introduce h : (0, 1] → R, h(y) = g′(
√
y) = ln

(
1 + y−1

)
−

y−1 ln (1 + y). Then,

h′(y) = −y−2 · 1
1 + y−1

+ y−2 ln (1 + y)− y−1 · 1
1 + y

= y−2 ln (1 + y)− 2
y + y2

.

We claim that h′(y) ≤ 0 for all y ≤ 1. Indeed, from the inequality ln(1+y) ≤ y
we infer that

y−2 ln (1 + y) ≤ y−1 =
2

y + y
≤ 2
y + y2

.

Therefore, h′(y) ≤ 0 for y ∈ (0, 1], so h(y) is non-increasing on this interval.
As h(1) = 0, this implies that h(y) ≥ 0 for y ∈ (0, 1], so also g′(x) ≥ 0 for
x ∈ (0, 1]. This means that g(x) is non-decreasing on the interval (0, 1], so
g(x) ≤ g(1) = 2 ln 2.

3.3. Small cuts
We now proceed to the algorithm itself. Let us introduce the key notion.

Definition 11. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. A partition (V1, V2)
of V is called a k-cut of G if |E(V1, V2)| ≤ k.

Lemma 12. k-cuts of a graph G can be enumerated with polynomial-time
delay.

Proof. We follow a standard branching strategy. During the branching
procedure we maintain two disjoint sets A1, A2 ⊆ V (G) that represent
partial decisions about the sides of a constructed k-cut (V1, V2). We say that
a partition (V1, V2) extends a pair (A1, A2) if A1 ⊆ V1 and A2 ⊆ V2. Note
that for a given pair (A1, A2), it can be checked in polynomial time whether
there exists some k-cut extending it. We simply run a polynomial-time
algorithm computing the minimum edge cut between A1 and A2 in G. If this
cut contains more than k edges, then there is no k-cut extending (A1, A2),
and otherwise the found cut actually is a k-cut extending (A1, A2).

Let us order V (G) arbitrarily as v1, v2, . . . , v|V (G)|. We start the branching
procedure withA1 = A2 = ∅ and examine consecutive vertices v1, v2, . . . , v|V (G)|.
For each consecutive vertex vi we branch into two subcases: we put vi either
into A1 or into A2. In each of the branches, we check whether there exists
a k-cut of G that extends the current pair (A1, A2). If this is not the case,
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we immediately terminate the branch since it cannot result in any k-cuts
found. Otherwise we pursue the branch further. Once the alignment of all
the vertices is decided, we output (A1, A2) as the next constructed k-cut;
note that the last extension check verifies that the output partition of V (G)
is indeed a k-cut. Since we pursue only branches for which we are sure that
they can be extended to some feasible k-cut, and all the constructed k-cuts
are pairwise different, we have that finding the next k-cut occurs within a
polynomial number of steps.

Intuitively, k-cuts of the graph G form the search space of the algorithm.
Therefore, we would like to bound their number. We do this by firstly
bounding the number of cuts of a cluster graph, and then using the fact that
a YES-instance is not very far from some cluster graph.

Lemma 13. Let K be a cluster graph containing at most p clusters, where
p ≤ 6k. Then the number of k-cuts of K is at most 28

√
pk.

Proof. By slightly abusing the notation, assume that K has exactly p clusters,
some of which may be empty. Let C1, C2, . . . , Cp be these clusters and
c1, c2, . . . , cp be their sizes, respectively. We first establish a bound on the
number of cuts (V1, V2) such that the cluster Ci contains xi vertices from
V1 and yi from V2. Then we discuss how to bound the number of ways of
selecting pairs xi, yi summing up to ci for which the number of k-cuts is
positive. Multiplying the obtained two bounds gives us the claim.

Having fixed the numbers xi, yi, the number of ways in which the cluster
Ci can be partitioned is equal to

(
xi+yi
xi

)
. Note that

(
xi+yi
xi

)
≤ 22

√
xiyi by

Lemma 9. Observe that there are xiyi edges between V1 and V2 inside the
cluster Ci, so if (V1, V2) is a k-cut, then

∑p
i=1 xiyi ≤ k. By applying the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we infer that
∑p

i=1

√
xiyi ≤

√
p ·
√∑p

i=1 xiyi ≤√
pk. Therefore, the number of considered cuts is bounded by

p∏
i=1

(
xi + yi
xi

)
≤ 22

Pp
i=1

√
xiyi ≤ 22

√
pk.

Moreover, observe that min(xi, yi) ≤
√
xiyi; hence,

∑p
i=1 min(xi, yi) ≤

√
pk.

Thus, the choice of xi, yi can be modeled by first choosing for each i, whether
min(xi, yi) is equal to xi or to yi, and then expressing b

√
pkc as the sum

of p + 1 nonnegative numbers: min(xi, yi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and the rest,
b
√
pkc−

∑p
i=1 min(xi, yi). The number of choices in the first step is equal to

2p ≤ 2
√

6pk, and in the second is equal to
(b√pkc+p

p

)
≤ 2
√
pk+
√

6pk. Therefore,

the number of possible choices of xi, yi is bounded by 2(1+2
√

6)
√
pk ≤ 26

√
pk.
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Hence, the total number of k-cuts is bounded by 26
√
pk · 22

√
pk = 28

√
pk, as

claimed.

Lemma 14. If (G, p, k) is a YES-instance of p-Cluster Editing with
p ≤ 6k, then the number of k-cuts of G is bounded by 28

√
2pk.

Proof. Let K be a cluster graph with at most p clusters such that H(G,K) ≤
k. Observe that every k-cut of G is also a 2k-cut of K, as K differs from G
by at most k edge modifications. The claim follows from Lemma 13.

3.4. The algorithm
Proof of Theorem 1. Let (G, p, k) be the given p-Cluster Editing instance.
By making use of Theorem 5, we can assume that G has at most (p+ 2)k+ p
vertices, thus all the factors polynomial in the size of G can be henceforth
hidden within the 2O(

√
pk) factor. Application of Theorem 5 gives the

additional O(|V (G)|+ |E(G)|) summand to the complexity. By further usage
of Lemma 7 we can also assume that p ≤ 6k. Note that application of
Lemma 7 can spoil the bound |V (G)| ≤ (p + 2)k + p as p can decrease;
however the number of vertices of the graph is still bounded in terms of the
initial p and k.

We now enumerate k-cuts of G with polynomial time delay. If we exceed
the bound 28

√
2pk given by Lemma 14, we know that we can safely answer NO,

so we immediately terminate the computation and give a negative answer.
Therefore, we can assume that we have computed the set N of all k-cuts of
G and |N | ≤ 28

√
2pk.

Assume that (G, p, k) is a YES-instance and let K be a cluster graph
with exactly p clusters such that H(G,K) ≤ k. Again, let C1, C2, . . . , Cp be
the clusters of K. Observe that for every j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , p}, the partition(⋃j

i=1 V (Ci),
⋃p
i=j+1 V (Ci)

)
has to be a k-cut in G, as otherwise there would

be more than k edges that need to be deleted from G in order to obtain K.
This observation enables us to use a dynamic programming approach on the
set of cuts.

We construct a directed graph D, whose vertex set is equal to N ×
{0, 1, 2, . . . , p} × {0, 1, 2, . . . , k}; note that |V (D)| = 2O(

√
pk). We create arcs

going from ((V1, V2), j, `) to ((V ′1 , V
′
2), j + 1, `′), where V1 ( V ′1 (hence V2 )

V ′2), j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , p− 1} and `′ = `+ |E(V1, V
′
1 \V1)|+ |E(V ′1 \V1, V

′
1 \V1)|

((V,E) is the complement of the graph G). The arcs can be constructed in
2O(
√
pk) time by checking for all the pairs of vertices whether they should be

connected. We claim that the answer to the instance (G, p, k) is equivalent
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to reachability of any of the vertices of form ((V, ∅), p, `) from the vertex
((∅, V ), 0, 0).

In one direction, if there is a path from ((∅, V ), 0, 0) to ((V, ∅), p, `) for
some ` ≤ k, then the consecutive sets V ′1 \V1 along the path form clusters Ci
of a cluster graph K, whose editing distance to G is accumulated on the last
coordinate, thus bounded by k. In the second direction, if there is a cluster
graph K with clusters C1, C2, . . . , Cp within editing distance at most k from
G, then vertices of the form j⋃

i=1

V (Ci),
p⋃

i=j+1

V (Ci)

 , j,H

(
G

[
j⋃
i=1

V (Ci)

]
,K

[
j⋃
i=1

V (Ci)

])
constitute a path from ((∅, V ), 0, 0) to ((V, ∅), p,H(G,K)). Note that all these
triples are indeed vertices of the graph D, since

(⋃j
i=1 V (Ci),

⋃p
i=j+1 V (Ci)

)
are k-cuts of G.

Reachability in a directed graph can be tested in linear time with respect
to the number of vertices and arcs. We can now apply this algorithm to
the graph D and conclude solving the p-Cluster Editing instance in
O(2O(

√
pk) + |V (G)|+ |E(G)|) time.

4. A multivariate lower bound

This section contains the proof of Theorem 2. The proof consists of four
parts. In Section 4.1 we preprocess the input formula Φ to make it more
regular. Section 4.2 contains the details of the construction of the graph G.
In Section 4.3 we show how to translate a satisfying assignment of Φ into a
6p-cluster graph G0 close to G, and we provide the reverse implication in
Section 4.4.

4.1. Preprocessing of the formula
We start with a step that regularizes the input formula Φ, while increasing

its size only by a constant multiplicative factor. The purpose of this step is
to ensure that, when we translate a satisfying assignment of Φ into a cluster
graph G0 in the completeness step, the clusters are of the same size, and
therefore contain the minimum possible number of edges. This property is
used in the argumentation of the soundness step.

Lemma 15. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a 3-CNF
formula Φ with n variables and m clauses and an integer p, p ≤ n, constructs
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a 3-CNF formula Φ′ with n′ variables and m′ clauses together with a partition
of the variable set Vars(Φ′) into p parts Varsr, 1 ≤ r ≤ p, such that the
following properties hold:

(a) Φ′ is satisfiable iff Φ is;

(b) in Φ′ every clause contains exactly three literals corresponding to dif-
ferent variables;

(c) in Φ′ every variable appears exactly three times positively and exactly
three times negatively;

(d) n′ is divisible by p and, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ p, |Varsr| = n′/p (i.e., the
variables are split evenly between the parts Varsr);

(e) if Φ′ is satisfiable, then there exists a satisfying assignment of Vars(Φ′)
with the property that in each part Varsr the numbers of variables set
to true and to false are equal;

(f) n′ +m′ = O(n+m).

Proof. We modify Φ while preserving satisfiability, consecutively ensuring
that properties (b), (c), (d), and (e) are satisfied. Satisfaction of (f) will
follow directly from the constructions used.

First, delete every clause that contains two different literals corresponding
to the same variable, as they are always satisfied. Remove copies of the same
literals inside clauses. Until all the clauses have at least two literals, remove
every clause containing one literal, set the value of this literal so that the
clause is satisfied and propagate this knowledge to the other clauses. At the
end, create a new variable s and for every clause C that has two literals
replace it with two clauses C ∨ s and C ∨ ¬s. All these operations preserve
satisfiability and at the end all the clauses consist of exactly three different
literals corresponding to different variables; hence property (b) is satisfied.

Second, duplicate each clause so that every variable appears an even
number of times. Introduce two new variables q, r. Take any variable x,
and assume that x appears positively k+ times and negatively k− times. If
k+ < k−, introduce clauses (x ∨ q ∨ r) and (x ∨ ¬q ∨ ¬r), each k−−k+

2 times,
otherwise introduce clauses (¬x ∨ q ∨ r) and (¬x ∨ ¬q ∨ ¬r), each k+−k−

2
times. These operations preserve satisfiability (as the new clauses can be
satisfied by setting q to true and r to false) and, after the operation, every
variable appears the same number of time positively as negatively (including
the new variables q, r). Note also that the total sum of the numbers k+, k−
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through all the variables is bounded by O(m), and so we introduce at most
O(m) new clauses to the formula.

Third, copy each clause three times. For each variable x, replace all
appearances of the variable x with a cycle of implications in the following
way. Assume that x appears 6d times (the number of appearances is divisible
by six due to the modifications in the previous paragraph and the copying
step). Introduce new variables xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3d, yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ d and
clauses (¬xi ∨ xi+1 ∨ ydi/3e) and (¬xi ∨ xi+1 ∨ ¬ydi/3e) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3d (with
x3d+1 = x1). Moreover, replace each appearance of the variable x with one
of the variables xi in such a way that each variable xi is used once in a
positive literal and once in a negative one. In this manner each variable
xi and yi is used exactly three times in a positive literal and three times
in a negative one. Moreover, the new clauses form an implication cycle
x1 ⇒ x2 ⇒ . . . ⇒ x3d ⇒ x1, ensuring that all the variables xi have equal
value in any satisfying assignment of the formula. We have thus ensured
that property (c) holds, while property (b) is still satisfied.

Fourth, to make n′ divisible by p we first copy the entire formula three
times, creating a new set of variables for each copy. In this way we ensure
that the number of variables is divisible by three. Then we add new variables
in triples to make the number of variables divisible by p; note that since the
number of variables is divisible by 3, there exists a number b, 0 ≤ b < p, such
that after introducing b triples of variables the total number of variables will
be divisible by p. For each triple x, y, z of new variables, we introduce six
new clauses: all possible clauses that contain one literal for each variable
x, y and z except for (x ∨ y ∨ z) and (¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ ¬z). Note that the new
clauses are easily satisfied by setting all new variables to true, while all new
variables appear exactly three times positively and three times negatively.
Moreover, as initially p ≤ n, this step increases the size of the formula only
by a constant multiplicative factor.

Finally, to achieve (d) and (e) take Φ′ = Φ ∧ Φ, where Φ is a copy of
Φ on a disjoint copy of the variable set and with all literals reversed, i.e.,
positive appearances are replaced by negative ones and vice versa. Of course,
if Φ′ is satisfiable then Φ as well, while if Φ is satisfiable, then we can copy
the assignment to the copies of variables and reverse it, thus obtaining a
satisfying assignment for Φ′. Recall that before this step the number of
variables was divisible by p. We can now partition the variable set into p
parts, such that whenever we include a variable into one part, we include
its copy in the same part as well. In order to prove that the property (e)
holds, take any satisfying assignment to Φ′, truncate it to Vars(Φ) and copy
it while reversing onto Vars(Φ).
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4.2. Construction
In this section we show how to compute the graph G and the integer

k′ from the formula Φ′ given by Lemma 15. Recall that we need to have
that k′ = O(k), |V (G)| = O(

√
pk), and that the satisfying assignment to Φ′

translates back and forth to a solution of the p-Cluster Editing instance
(G, 6p, k′) in the sense given in the statement of Theorem 2. As Lemma 15
increases the size of the formula by a constant multiplicative factor, we have
that n′,m′ = O(

√
pk) and |Varsr| = n′/p = O(

√
k/p) for 1 ≤ r ≤ p. Since

each variable of Φ′ appears in exactly 6 clauses, and each clause contains 3
literals, it follows that m′ = 2n′.

Let L = 1000 ·
(

1 + n′

p

)
= O(

√
k/p). For each part Varsr, 1 ≤ r ≤ p, we

create six cliques Qrα, 1 ≤ α ≤ 6, each of size L.
In this manner we have 6p cliques. Intuitively, if we seek for a 6p-cluster

graph close to G, then the cliques are large enough so that merging two
cliques is expensive — in the intended solution we have exactly one clique in
each cluster. Let Q be the set of all the vertices of all the cliques Qrα.

For every variable x ∈ Varsr create six vertices wx1,2, w
x
2,3, . . . , w

x
5,6, w

x
6,1.

Connect them into a cycle in this order; this cycle is called a 6-cycle for
the variable x. Moreover, for each 1 ≤ α ≤ 6 and v ∈ V (Qrα), create edges
vwxα−1,α and vwxα,α+1 (we assume that the indices behave cyclically, i.e.,
wx6,7 = wx6,1, Qr7 = Qr1 etc.). Let W be the set of all vertices wxα,α+1 for all
variables x. Intuitively, the cheapest way to cut the 6-cycle for variable x
is to assign the vertices wxα,α+1, 1 ≤ α ≤ 6 all either to the clusters with
cliques with only odd indices or only with even indices. Choosing even indices
corresponds to setting x to false, while choosing odd ones corresponds to
setting x to true.

Let r(x) be the index of the part that contains the variable x, that is,
x ∈ Varsr(x).

In each clause C we (arbitrarily) enumerate variables: for 1 ≤ η ≤ 3, let
var(C, η) be the variable in the η-th literal of C, and sgn(C, η) = 0 if the
η-th literal is negative and sgn(C, η) = 1 otherwise. Again, arithmetics over
all the indices η in the following will behave cyclically in a natural manner.

For every clause C create nine vertices: sCβ,ξ for 1 ≤ β, ξ ≤ 3. The edges
incident to the vertex sCβ,ξ are defined as follows:

• for each 1 ≤ η ≤ 3 create an edge sCβ,ξw
var(C,η)
2β+2η−3,2β+2η−2;

• if ξ = 1, then for each 1 ≤ η ≤ 3 connect sCβ,ξ to all the vertices of one

of the cliques the vertex wvar(C,η)
2β+2η−3,2β+2η−2 is adjacent to depending on
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the sign of the η-th literal in C, that is, the clique Qr(var(C,η))
2β+2η−2−sgn(C,η);

• if ξ > 1, then for each 1 ≤ η ≤ 3 connect sCβ,ξ to all the vertices of both

cliques the vertex wvar(C,η)
2β+2η−3,2β+2η−2 is adjacent to, that is, the cliques

Q
r(var(C,η))
2β+2η−3 and Q

r(var(C,η))
2β+2η−2 .

Consider now a fixed vertex sCβ,ξ. Observe that the cliques that are made
adjacent to sCβ,ξ in the construction above are pairwise different, and they
have pairwise different subscripts (but may have equal superscripts, i.e.,
belong to the same part). See Figure 1 for an illustration.

Let S be the set of all vertices sCβ,ξ for all clauses C. If we seek a 6p-cluster
graph close to the graph G, it is reasonable to put a vertex sCβ,ξ in a cluster
together with one of the cliques this vertex is attached to. If sCβ,ξ is put in

a cluster together with one of the vertices wvar(C,η)
2β+2η−3,2β+2η−2 for 1 ≤ η ≤ 3,

we do not need to cut the appropriate edge. The vertices sCβ,1 verify the
assignment encoded by the variable vertices wxα,α+1; the vertices sCβ,2 and sCβ,3
help us to make all clusters of equal size (which is helpful in the soundness
argument).

We note that |V (G)| = 6pL+O(n′ +m′) = O(
√
pk).

We now define the budget k′ for edge edits. To make the presentation
more clear, we split this budget into few summands. Let

kQ−Q = 0, kQ−WS = (6n′ + 36m′)L,

kall
WS−WS = 6p

(6n′+9m′

6p

2

)
, kexist

WS−WS = 6n′ + 27m′,

ksave
W−W = 3n′, ksave

W−S = 9m′,

and finally

k′ = kQ−Q + kQ−WS + kall
WS−WS + kexist

WS−WS − 2ksave
W−W − 2ksave

W−S .

Note that since p ≤ k, L = O(
√
k/p) and n′,m′ = O(

√
pk), we have

k′ = O(k).
The intuition behind this split is as follows. The intended solution for the

p-Cluster Editing instance (G, 6p, k′) creates no edges between the cliques
Qrα, each clique is contained in its own cluster, and kQ−Q = 0. For each
v ∈ W ∪S, the vertex v is assigned to a cluster with one clique v is adjacent
to; kQ−WS accumulates the cost of removal of other edges in E(Q,W ∪ S).
Finally, we count the edits in (W ∪ S)× (W ∪ S) in an indirect way. First
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Figure 1: A part of the graph G created for the clause C = (¬x∨¬y∨z), with var(C, 1) = x,
var(C, 2) = y and var(C, 3) = z. Note that the parts r(x), r(y) and r(z) may be not be
pairwise distinct. However, due to the rotation index β, in any case for a fixed vertex sCβ,ξ
the cliques this vertex is adjacent to on this figure are pairwise distinct and have pairwise
distinct subscripts.
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we cut all edges of E(W ∪ S,W ∪ S) (summand kexist
WS−WS). We group the

vertices ofW∪S into clusters and add edges between vertices in each cluster;
the summand kall

WS−WS corresponds to the cost of this operation when all
the clusters are of the same size (and the number of edges is minimum
possible). Finally, in summands ksave

W−W and ksave
W−S we count how many edges

are removed and then added again in this process: ksave
W−W corresponds to

saving three edges from each 6-cycle in E(W,W) and ksave
W−S corresponds to

saving one edge in E(W,S) per each vertex sCβ,ξ.

4.3. Completeness
We now show how to translate a satisfying assignment of the input

formula Φ into a 6p-cluster graph close to G.

Lemma 16. If the input formula Φ is satisfiable, then there exists a 6p-
cluster graph G0 on vertex set V (G) such that H(G,G0) = k′.

Proof. Let φ′ be a satisfying assignment of the formula Φ′ as guaranteed by
Lemma 15. Recall that in each part Varsr, the assignment φ′ sets the same
number of variables to true as to false.

To simplify the presentation, we identify the range of φ′ with integers:
φ′(x) = 0 if x is evaluated to false in φ′ and φ′(x) = 1 otherwise. Moreover,
for a clause C by η(C) we denote the index of an arbitrarily chosen literal
that satisfies C in the assignment φ′.

We create 6p clusters Kr
α, 1 ≤ r ≤ p, 1 ≤ α ≤ 6, as follows:

• Qrα ⊆ Kr
α for 1 ≤ r ≤ p, 1 ≤ α ≤ 6;

• for x ∈ Vars(Φ′), if φ′(x) = 1 then wx6,1, w
x
1,2 ∈ K

r(x)
1 , wx2,3, w

x
3,4 ∈ K

r(x)
3 ,

wx4,5, w
x
5,6 ∈ K

r(x)
5 ;

• for x ∈ Vars(Φ′), if φ′(x) = 0 then wx1,2, w
x
2,3 ∈ K

r(x)
2 , wx3,4, w

x
4,5 ∈ K

r(x)
4 ,

wx5,6, w
x
6,1 ∈ K

r(x)
6 ;

• for each clause C of Φ′ and each 1 ≤ β, ξ ≤ 3, we assign the vertex sCβ,ξ
to the cluster Kr(var(C,η))

2β+2η−2−φ′(var(C,η)), where η = η(C) + ξ − 1.

Note that in this way sCβ,ξ belongs to the same cluster as its neighbor

w
var(C,η)
2β+2η−3,2β+2η−2, where η = η(C) + ξ − 1. See Figure 2 for an illustration.

Let us now compute H(G,G0). We do not need to add nor delete any
edges in G[Q]. We note that each vertex v ∈ W ∪ S is assigned to a cluster
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Figure 2: Parts of clusters for variables x, y and z with φ′(x) = 1, φ′(y) = 0, φ′(z) = 1,
and a clause C = (¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ z) with var(C, 1) = x, var(C, 2) = y, var(C, 3) = z and
η(C) = 2 (note that both y and z satisfy C in the assignment φ′, but y was chosen as a
representative).
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with one clique Qrα it is adjacent to. Indeed, this is non-trivial only for vertices
sCβ,1 for clauses C and 1 ≤ β ≤ 3. Note, however, that sCβ,1 is assigned to a

cluster with the clique Qr(var(C,η(C)))
2β+2η(C)−2−φ′(var(C,η(C))) and is adjacent to the clique

Q
r(var(C,η(C)))
2β+2η(C)−2−sgn(var(C,η(C))). Since literal with variable var(C, η(C)) satisfies

C in the assignment φ′, it follows that φ′(var(C, η(C))) = sgn(var(C, η(C))),
and so sCβ,1 is assigned to a cluster together with a clique it is adjacent to.

Therefore we need to cut kQ−WS = (6n′ + 36m′)L edges in E(Q,W ∪S):
L edges adjacent to each vertex wxα,α+1, 2L edges adjacent to each vertex
sCβ,1, and 5L edges adjacent to each vertex sCβ,2 and sCβ,3. We do not add any
new edges between Q and W ∪ S.

To count the number of edits in G[W ∪ S], let us first verify that the
clusters Kr

α are of equal sizes. Fix a cluster Kr
α, 1 ≤ α ≤ 6, 1 ≤ r ≤ p. Kr

α

contains two vertices wxα−1,α and wxα,α+1 for each variable x with φ′(x) =
α mod 2. Since φ′ evaluates the same number of variables in Varsr to true
as to false, we infer that each cluster Kr

α contains exactly n′/p vertices from
W, corresponding to n′/(2p) = |Varsr|/2 variables of Varsr.

Now we need to verify that each cluster Kr
α contains the same number of

vertices from S. Let f be a function that maps the vertices of S to clusters
they are belonging to. Recall that f(sCβ,ξ) = K

r(var(C,η))
2β+2η−2−φ′(var(C,η)), where

η = η(C) + ξ − 1. We claim the following.

Claim 5. Fix a part r, 1 ≤ r ≤ p, and an index α, 1 ≤ α ≤ 6. Then to each
pair (x,C), where x is a variable with r(x) = r present in a clause C, and
φ′(x) = α mod 2, one can assign a pair of indices (β, ξ) with 1 ≤ β, ξ ≤ 3
such that f(sCβ,ξ) = Kr

α. Moreover, this assignment can be constructed in
such a manner that for all pairs (x,C) the corresponding vertices sCβ,ξ are
pairwise different.

Proof. Let η be such that x = var(C, η). Define indices (β, ξ) as follows:

ξ = η − η(C) + 1,

β =
α+ φ′(x)

2
− η + 1,

where the arithmetic operations are defined cyclically in a natural manner.
Note that β is an integer since φ′(x) = α mod 2. From these equalities it
follows that:

η = η(C) + ξ − 1,
α = 2β + 2η − 2− φ′(var(C, η)),
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and so f(sCβ,ξ) = Kr
α. We are left with proving that triples (C, β, ξ) are

pairwise different for different pairs (x,C). However, note that for different
variables x appearing in C we have different indices η, and so the defined
indices ξ will be different. y

Observe that for a fixed part r and index α, there are exactly 3|Varsr| =
3n′/p pairs (x,C) satisfying the assumption in Claim 5: there are |Varsr|/2
variables in Varsr that are evaluated to α mod 2 in φ′, and each variable
appears in 6 different clauses. Thus, Claim 5 ensures that the preimage
under f of each cluster is of cardinality at least 3n′/p. Since there are 6p
clusters in total, we infer that the union of these preimages is of cardinality
at least 18n′ = 9m′ (recall that m′ = 2n′). However, we have that |S| = 9m′.
Consequently, it follows that the preimage under f of each cluster is of size
exactly 3n′/p, so each cluster contains the same number of vertices from S.

We now count the number of edits in G[W ∪ S] as sketched in the
construction section. The subgraph G[W∪S] contains 6n′+ 27m′ edges: one
6-cycle for each variable and three edges incident to each of the nine vertices
sCβ,ξ for each clause C. Each cluster Kr

α contains n′/p vertices from W and
3m′

2p vertices from S. If we deleted all edges in G[W ∪ S] and then added all
the missing edges in the clusters, we would make kexist

WS−WS + kall
WS−WS edits,

due to the clusters being equal-sized. However, in this manner we sometimes
delete an edge and then introduce it again; thus, for each edge of G[W ∪ S]
that is contained in one cluster Kr

α, we should subtract 2 in this counting
scheme.

For each variable x, exactly three edges of the form wxα−1,αw
x
α,α+1 are

contained in one cluster; this gives a total of ksave
W−W = 3n′ saved edges. For

each clause C each vertex sCβ,ξ is assigned to a cluster with one of the vertices

w
var(C,η)
2β+2η−3,2β+2η−2, 1 ≤ η ≤ 3, thus exactly one of the edges incident to sCβ,ξ

is contained in one cluster. This sums up to ksave
W−S = 9m′ saved edges, and

we infer that the 6p-cluster graph G0 can be obtained from G by exactly
k′ = kQ−Q + kQ−WS + kexist

WS−WS + kall
WS−WS − 2ksave

W−W − 2ksave
W−S edits.

4.4. Soundness
We need the following simple bound on the number of edges of a cluster

graph.

Lemma 17. Let a, b be positive integers and H be a cluster graph with ab
vertices and at most a clusters. Then |E(H)| ≥ a

(
b
2

)
and equality holds if

and only if H is an a-cluster graph and each cluster of H has size exactly b.
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Proof. It suffices to note that if not all clusters of H are of size b, then there
is one of size at least b+ 1 and one of size at most b− 1 or the number of
clusters is less than a. Then, moving a vertex from the largest cluster of
H to a new or the smallest cluster strictly decreases the number of edges
of H.

We are ready to show how to translate a p′-cluster graph G0 with p′ ≤ 6p
and H(G0, G) ≤ k′, into a satisfying assignment of the input formula Φ.

Lemma 18. If there exists a p′-cluster graph G0 with V (G) = V (G0),
p′ ≤ 6p, and H(G,G0) ≤ k′, then the input formula Φ is satisfiable.

Proof. By Lemma 6, we may assume that each clique Qrα is contained in one
cluster in G0. Let F = E(G0)4E(G) be the editing set, |F | ≤ k′.

Before we start, we present some intuition. The cluster graph G0 may
differ from the one constructed in the completeness step in two significant
ways, both leading to some savings in the edges incident to W ∪ S that may
not be included in F . First, it may not be true that each cluster contains
exactly one clique Qrα. However, since the number of cliques is at most 6p,
this may happen only if some clusters contain more than one clique Qrα, and
we need to add L2 edges to merge each pair of cliques that belong to the
same cluster. Second, a vertex v ∈ W ∪ S may not be contained in a cluster
together with one of the cliques it is adjacent to. However, as each such
vertex needs to be separated from all its adjacent cliques (compared to all
but one in the completeness step), this costs us additional L edges to remove.
The large multiplicative constant in the definition of L ensures us that in
both these ways we pay more than we save on the edges incident with W∪S.
We now proceed to the formal argumentation.

We define the following quantities.

`Q−Q = |F ∩ (Q×Q)|,
`Q−WS = |F ∩ EG(Q,W ∪ S)|,

`all
WS−WS = |E(G0[W ∪ S])|,
`save
W−W = |EG(W,W) ∩ EG0(W,W)|,
`save
W−S = |EG(W,S) ∩ EG0(W,S)|.

Recall that kexist
WS−WS = |E(G[W ∪ S])| = 6n′ + 27m′. Similarly as in the

completeness proof, we have that

|F | ≥ `Q−Q + `Q−WS + `all
WS−WS + kexist

WS−WS − 2`save
W−W − 2`saveW−S .
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Indeed, `Q−Q and `Q−WS count (possibly not all) pairs of F that are incident
to the vertices of Q. The edges of F ∩ ((W ∪ S)× (W ∪ S)) are counted in
an indirect way: each edge of G[W ∪ S] is deleted (kexist

WS−WS) and each edge
of G0[W ∪ S] is added (`all

WS−WS). Then, the edges that are counted twice
in this manner are subtracted (`save

W−W and `save
W−S).

We say that a cluster is crowded if it contains at least two cliques Qrα and
proper if it contains exactly one clique Qrα. A clique Qrα that is contained in
a crowded (proper) cluster is called a crowded (proper) clique.

Let a be the number of crowded cliques. Note that `Q−Q − kQ−Q =
|F ∩ (Q×Q)| − 0 ≥ aL2/2, since each vertex in a crowded clique needs to
be connected to at least one other crowded clique.

We say that a vertex v ∈ W∪S is attached to a clique Qrα, if it is adjacent
to all vertices of the clique in G. Moreover, we say that a vertex v ∈ W ∪ S
is alone if it is contained in a cluster in G0 that does not contain any clique
v is attached to. Let nalone be the number of alone vertices.

Let us now count the number of vertices a fixed clique Qrα is attached
to. Recall that |Varsr| = n′/p. For each variable x ∈ Varsr the clique Qrα
is attached to two vertices wxα−1,α and wxα,α+1. Moreover, each variable
x ∈ Varsr appears in exactly six clauses: three time positively and three
times negatively. For each such clause C, Qrα is attached to the vertex sCβ,2 for
exactly one choice of the value 1 ≤ β ≤ 3 and to the vertex sCβ,3 for exactly
one choice of the value 1 ≤ β ≤ 3. Moreover, if x appears in C positively and
α is odd, or if x appears in C negatively and α is even, then Qrα is attached
to the vertex sCβ,1 for exactly one choice of the value 1 ≤ β ≤ 3. We infer
that the clique Qrα is attached to exactly fifteen vertices from S for each
variable x ∈ Varsr. Therefore, there are exactly 17|Varsr| = 17n′/p vertices
of W ∪ S attached to Qrα: 2n′/p from W and 15n′/p from S.

Take an arbitrary vertex v ∈ W ∪ S and assume that v is attached to bv
cliques, and av out of them are crowded. As F needs to contain all edges
of G that connect v with cliques that belong to a different cluster than v,
we infer that |F ∩EG({v},Q)| ≥ (bv −max(1, av))L. Moreover, if v is alone,
then |F ∩ EG({v},Q)| ≥ bvL ≥ 1 · L+ (bv −max(1, av))L. Hence

`Q−WS = |F ∩ EG(Q,W ∪ S)|
≥ naloneL+

∑
v∈W∪S

(bv −max(1, av))L

≥ naloneL+
∑

v∈W∪S
(bv − 1)L−

∑
v∈W∪S

avL.

Recall that
∑

v∈W∪S(bv − 1)L = kQ−WS . Therefore, using the fact that
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each clique is attached to exactly 17n′/p vertices of W ∪ S, we obtain that

`Q−WS − kQ−WS = |F ∩ EG(Q,W ∪ S)| − kQ−WS
≥ naloneL−

∑
v∈W∪S

avL = naloneL− 17aLn′/p.

In G0, the vertices of W ∪ S are split between p′ ≤ 6p clusters and there
are 6n′ + 9m′ of them. By Lemma 17, the minimum number of edges of
G0[W ∪ S] is attained when all clusters are of equal size and the number of
clusters is maximum possible. We infer that `all

WS−WS ≥ kall
WS−WS .

We are left with bounding `save
W−W and `save

W−S . Recall that ksave
W−W counts

three edges out of each 6-cycle constructed per variable of Φ′, |ksave
W−W | = 3n′,

whereas ksave
W−S counts one edge per each vertex sCβ,ξ ∈ S, ksave

W−S = 9m′ = |S|.
Consider a crowded cluster K with c > 1 crowded cliques. We say that

K interferes with a vertex v ∈ W ∪ S if v is attached to a clique in K. As
each clique is attached to exactly 17n′/p vertices of W ∪ S, 2n′/p belonging
to W and 15n′/p to S, in total at most 2an′/p vertices of W and at most
15an′/p vertices of S interfere with a crowded cluster.

Fix a variable x ∈ Vars(Φ′). If none of the vertices wxα,α+1 ∈ W interferes

with any crowded cluster K, then all the cliques Qr(x)α′ , 1 ≤ α′ ≤ 6, are proper
cliques, each contained in a different cluster in G0. Moreover, if additionally
no vertex wxα,α+1, 1 ≤ α ≤ 6, is alone, then in the 6-cycle constructed for
the variable x at most three edges are not in F . On the other hand, if some
of the vertices wxα,α+1 ∈ W interfere with a crowded cluster K, or at least
one of them is alone, it may happen that all six edges of this 6-cycle are
contained in one cluster of G0. The total number of 6-cycles that contain
either alone vertices or vertices interfering with crowded clusters is bounded
by nalone + an′/p, as every clique is attached to exactly n′/p 6-cycles. In
ksave
W−W we counted three edges per a 6-cycle, while in `save

W−W we counted at
most three edges per every 6-cycles except 6-cycles that either contain alone
vertices or vertices attached to crowded cliques, for which we counted at
most six edges. Hence, we infer that

`save
W−W − ksave

W−W ≤ 3(nalone + an′/p).

We claim that if a vertex sCβ,ξ ∈ S (i) is not alone, and (ii) is not attached
to a crowded clique, and (iii) is not adjacent to any alone vertex in W , then
at most one edge from E({sCβ,ξ},W) may not be in F . Recall that sCβ,ξ has
exactly three neighbors in W, each of them attached to exactly two cliques
and all these six cliques are pairwise distinct; moreover, sCβ,ξ is attached only
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to these six cliques, if β = 2, 3, or only to three out of these six, if β = 1.
Observe that (i) and (ii) imply that sCβ,ξ is in the same cluster as exactly
one of the six cliques attached to his neighbors in W, so if it was in the
same cluster as two of his neighbors in W, then at least one of them would
be alone, contradicting (iii). Therefore, if conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are
satisfied, then at most one edge adjacent to sCβ,ξ may be not contained in F .
However, if at least one of (i), (ii) or (iii) is not satisfied, then all three edges
incident to sCβ,ξ may be contained in one cluster. As each vertex in W is
adjacent to at most 18 vertices in S (at most 3 per every clause in which the
variable is present), there are at most 18nalone vertices sCβ,ξ that are alone
or adjacent to an alone vertex in W. Note also that the number of vertices
of S interfering with crowded clusters is bounded by 15an′/p, as each of a
crowded cliques has exactly 15n′/p vertices of S attached. Thus, we are able
to bound the number of vertices of S for which (i), (ii) or (iii) does not hold
by 18nalone + 15an′/p. As in ksave

W−S we counted one edge per every vertex of
S, while in `save

W−S we counted at most one edge per every vertex of S except
for vertices not satisfying (i), (ii), or (iii), for which we counted at most three
edges, we infer that

`save
W−S − ksave

W−S ≤ 2(18nalone + 15an′/p).

Summing up all the bounds:

|F | − k′ ≥ (`Q−Q − kQ−Q) + (`Q−WS − kQ−WS)
+(`all

WS−WS − kall
WS−WS)− 2(`save

W−W − ksave
W−W)

−2(`save
W−S − ksave

W−S)

≥ aL2/2 + naloneL− 17aLn′/p+ 0
−6(nalone + an′/p)− 4(18nalone + 15an′/p)

= a · (L2/2− 17Ln′/p− 66n′/p) + nalone · (L− 78)
≥ a+ nalone.

To see that the last inequality holds, observe that both the terms L2/2 −
17Ln′/p− 66n′/p and L− 78 are at least 1. This follows from the choice of
the value of L, L = 1000 ·

(
1 + n′

p

)
; note that in particular L ≥ 1000.

We infer that a = 0, that is, each clique Qrα is contained in a different
cluster of G0, and each cluster of G0 contains exactly one such clique.
Moreover, nalone = 0, that is, each vertex v ∈ W ∪ S is contained in a
cluster with at least one clique v is attached to; as all cliques are proper,
v is contained in a cluster with exactly one clique v is attached to and
`Q−WS = kQ−WS .
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Recall that |F ∩ ((W∪S)× (W∪S))| = `all
WS−WS +kexist

WS−WS −2`save
W−W −

2`saveW−S . As each clique is now proper and no vertex is alone, for each variable
x at most three edges out of the 6-cycle wxα,α+1, 1 ≤ α ≤ 6, are not in F , that
is, `save

W−W ≤ ksave
W−W . Moreover, for each vertex sCβ,ξ ∈ S, the three neighbors

of sCβ,ξ are contained in different clusters and at most one edge incident to sCβ,ξ
is not in F , that is, `save

W−S ≤ ksave
W−S . As |F | ≤ k′ and `all

WS−WS ≥ kall
WS−WS ,

these inequalities are tight: exactly three edges out of each 6-cycle are not
in F , and exactly one edge adjacent to a vertex in S is not in F .

Consider an assignment φ′ of Vars(Φ′) that assigns φ′(x) = 1 if the
vertices wxα,α+1, 1 ≤ α ≤ 6 are contained in clusters with cliques Qr(x)1 , Qr(x)3 ,

and Q
r(x)
5 (i.e., the edges wx6,1w

x
1,2, wx2,3w

x
3,4 and wx4,5w

x
5,6 are not in F ), and

φ′(x) = 0 otherwise (i.e., if the vertices wxα,α+1, 1 ≤ α ≤ 6 are contained in

clusters with cliques Qr(x)2 , Qr(x)4 and Q
r(x)
6 ) — a direct check shows that

these are the only ways to save 3 edges inside a 6-cycle. We claim that φ′

satisfies Φ′, which implies that Φ is also satisfiable. Consider a clause C.
The vertex sC1,1 is contained in a cluster with one of the three cliques it is
attached to (as nalone = 0), say Qrα′ , and with one of the three vertices of
W it is adjacent to, say wxα,α+1. Therefore r(x) = r, wxα,α+1 is contained in
the same cluster as Qrα′ , and it follows that the literal in C that contains x
satisfies C in the assignment φ′.

5. Conclusion and open questions

In this work we have given an algorithm that solves p-Cluster Editing
in time O(2O(

√
pk) + |V (G)|+ |E(G)|) and complemented it by a multivari-

ate lower bound, which shows that the running time of our algorithm is
asymptotically tight for all p sublinear in k.

In our multivariate lower bound it is crucial that the cliques and clusters
are arranged in groups of six. However, the drawback of this construction is
that Theorem 2 settles the time complexity of p-Cluster Editing problem
only for p ≥ 6 (Theorem 4). It does not seem unreasonable that, for example,
the 2-Cluster Editing problem, already NP-complete [39], may have
enough structure to allow an algorithm with running time 2o(

√
k) · |V (G)|O(1).

Can we construct such an algorithm or refute its existence under ETH?
Secondly, we would like to point out an interesting link between the subex-

ponential parameterized complexity of the problem and its approximability.
When the number of clusters drops from linear to sublinear in k, we obtain
a phase transition in parameterized complexity from exponential to subexpo-
nential. As far as approximation is concerned, we know that bounding the
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number of clusters by a constant allows us to construct a PTAS [29], whereas
the general problem is APX-hard [15]. The mutual drop of the parameterized
complexity of a problem — from exponential to subexponential — and of
approximability — from APX-hardness to admitting a PTAS — can be
also observed for many hard problems when the input is constrained by
additional topological bounds, for instance excluding a fixed pattern as a
minor [19, 20, 27]. It is therefore an interesting question, whether p-Cluster
Editing also admits a PTAS when the number of clusters is bounded by a
non-constant, yet sublinear function of k, for instance p =

√
k.
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